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Yuccas and illustrations of thirteen of the species. Eleven platesarc

devoted to the display of such characters as enter into the delimita-

tion of species, while twelve reproductions of photographs showfindj
the facies of the different species. A xi^^ Agave, A, Engelmanni, isalso

described and figured.

OPENLETTERS.
Whoare biologists?

Botanists will feel grateful to Prof. MacMillan for his vigorous pro-

tests against the present unfortunate attitude assumed by zoologists in

regard to the position of botany as one of the biological sciences.

This question is one which vexes us here as well as elsewhere, but

since my connection with the University we have been insisting upon

a recognition— by our students at least— of the place in biological

studies to which botany is entitled, and I am glad to say that there is

a disposition among some of the best of our zoologists here, to grant

what we claim in this respect. The question is an important one in

many ways, and it has occurred to me more than once, that it would

be a proper one for action by the Botanical Club in the first instance,

and then, if possible, by the Biological Section of the A. A. A.S. Cer*

tamly the botanists of the United States and Canada are a sufficiently

numerous body to make any serious representations from them of value.

\Vere action taken by them in this case, and their position firmly

maintained, I think it would have considerable weight in settling

.once for all what is a most unnecessary annoyance and injustice to an

important profession.
The Madison meeting is to be an important one. At it will be gath-

ered, It is hoped, not only all our o\\-n best men, but a number of rep-

resentative men from abroad. There could be no more fitting op-

portunity to bring this question forward and have it freely discussed,

and the present is none too early to suggest such a movement.— 1^-
^•

Penhallow, J/cC"/// University, Montreal.

Variations of the strawberry leaf.

The article of Mrs. Kellerman in the August number of the GAZEnE

suggests the following: In May, 1SS9, I noticed upon specimens "

Fragaria which were brought into the laboratory, additional to"

and fifth leaflets upon the petiole below the normal leaflets. iu/^J
to Bentham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum, under Fragaria,! .0^

Foha alterna,3~foliata,rarisshnefoliolispaucis lateralilncs a¥{^^l:.v
nata v. i v, s~foliatar I determined to search for more examp^^ .^

a view of ascertaining whether the variation was rare or commuu
this locality. . -


